
Peer Conflict

Guiding our children through tough 

situations
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Defining Conflict
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A disagreement or argument in which both 
sides express their views.  Conflict and 
disagreements are a natural part of human 
relationships.  Expressing different needs and 
wants can easily lead children into conflict 
with each other.



What do we see at HES?

➜ Misunderstandings

➜ Feeling left out

➜ Friendship issues
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How do we 

teach conflict 

resolution?



Be a problem solver
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Step 1



Use I messages
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Step 2



Listen to their 

thoughts, feelings, and 

ideas
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Step 3
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Compromise

Step 4
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Build an apology

Step 5
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Mean or Rude or Bullying

➜ Mean
- intentional

➜ Rude
- unintentional

➜ Bullying (PIC)

- Purposeful

- Imbalance 
of power

- Continuous



Imbalance of power

Power is perceived.

One student may be better at sports, making friends, 
academics, or any other of the many ways children 
distinguish who may be “better” or “cooler” than 
others.  Having nicer things or going on nicer 
vacations can also divide peers.  Being in GT classes 
has also been used as a way to show power over 
others.
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How can you help?

- Listen calmly
- Ask open ended questions
- Go through the conflict resolution 

steps
- Have them pick a solution that they 

feel comfortable trying out. 
- If they are unable to work out the 

conflict on their own, help them reach 
out to their teacher or counselor for 
help in resolving the conflict.
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What to Avoid...

- Checking in on the situation every day
- “What did Susie do to you today?”
- “Did Johnny do anything bad to you today?”

What to Try...

- “What was great about today?”
- “Did you have any challenges?”  
- “What else could you try?”



Restorative 

Practices

- help foster and restore 
relationships

- teach positive behavior skills, 
encourage students to accept 
responsibility for actions
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